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Disruptive and Revolutionary Era of
Quantum Technology Revolution

Quantum science was established in Europe in the early twentieth century and had brought in profound understanding of 
the universe. Quantum science is indeed outstanding in the conventional macroscopic world. For example, the concept of 
entanglement and uncertain principle not only caused great changes in science and technology, but also impacted on 
humanities and philosophy. �e emergence of transistors and CMOS started the �rst quantum technological revolution, and 
electronics revolutionized human life. Strictly speaking, although electronics has brought about earth-shaking changes in 
human wealth and national power, only a small fraction of quantum science was being implemented. �e superposition and 
entanglement of the science of the quanta, as well as quantum manipulation, only marked the beginning of the second 
quantum technology revolution. �e new quantum technology provided by a few major industrial companies at present can 
be expected to rapidly promote the re-evolution of human civilization. �is speech will outline the importance of the second 
quantum technology revolution, the possible impacts of the emergence of quantum computers, and the preparations that 
the industry and future quantum generations should have.
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